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Mark Weiss tells the story of his 38-year-old wife Cathy's battle with breast cancer. It examines the

choices they had, the decisions they made, the setbacks they experienced, and the emotional

upheaval they faced. Mark Weiss candidly discusses the fears he harbored for himself, his wife and

his children during this time of uncertainty. He offers insight into medical opinions, insurance

discrepancies, and the toll a serious illness can take on such things as intimacy, professional

standing, and financial security. Chapters include: ChemotherapyÃ¢â‚¬â€•How To Deal With the

Chemo Shark; Sex and IntimacyÃ¢â‚¬â€•Will It Ever Be the Same?; Talking To Your Young

Children About Mommy's Cancer; Faith and Friendships; Life After Cancer and A Painful Look In

The Mirror.
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very informative to me, i could not get my husband to read it, but i thought it had a lot of good info

and an inspiring story.

As a woman whose mother is a survivor of breast cancer, I wish this book had been published

decades ago! If I had only known about this book earlier, it would have been a remarkable resource



to share with my father and sister. In the book, Mr. Weiss bravely talks about his inner most

thoughts. These are the thoughts that no one else seems to be brave enough to write about - yet

anyone in his situation must be thinking. Mr. Weiss' candid feelings about the loss of intimacy, the

toll this disease can take on the children, and his concerns about paying the bills and keeping his

career afloat while trying to stay sane are extremely insightful. I strongly recommend this book as it

is a wonderful gift on more than one level. Not only will it help a spouse or significant other, but it will

help an entire family as it serves to validate how many people feel when faced with this horrific

experience. A much needed resource and long overdue!!!

This is one of those amazing books that really makes you pause and think about family, love,

relationships and what is really important in life.It was recommended to me by a friend even though

breast cancer is not something that has affected me directly. Nevertheless, once I started reading

the book, I could not put it down. I was overwhelmed by Mark Weiss's candid, emotional and

illuminating account of his and his family's experiences dealing with breast cancer. Although

presented in the context of breast cancer, it provides valuable lessons for dealing with any type of

adversity in life -- be it a personal health issue or otherwise. I would strongly recommend this book

to anyone.

There are many books that can provide information on Breasts, Breast Cancer and medical

treatments. Few give an husband's overview about the entire process from emotions, medical

opinions, medical care, making critical decisions, communicating with family and friends, and

working with insurance companies. Major issues that need to be addressed in a relatively short

time.This book helps husbands understand what their spouse is about to go through and what they

can do to prepare and help through the process. Reading this book helped me be a prepared and

actice participant on our journey fighting this desease.

this book is an excellent guide to navigate both an emotional and medical plan when confronted

with this disease. it is laid out in a rational clear direction with many of the frightening medical

choices explained in an understandable way. i loved the "why didnt anyone mention this" parts of

the book; particularly the emotional, pharmalogical and marital components. many people i know

have struggled with these issues and would have been helped by being informed instead of feeling

alone. the book is written with tremendous love and honesty and offers insight into handling trauma

with strength and courage all the while looking for life's positive lessons.



Simply put as the title says 'a must read for everyone'! Not just if you or someone close to you is

going through breast cancer. Even though i or someone close to me does not have breast cancer,

it's a real eye opener for anyone and helps one to slightly understand what someone going through

breast cancer (and their families) must be going through.
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